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Premium Plus Photo Lustre / Glacier Paper
Product Code: PPS-275 

Premium Plus Photo Lustre paper is Photo Professional Paper and is based on microporous coating.

Started at the “Raw Base Paper” going to “Resin Coating” and nally the new “Colour Receiving

Layer”. It is an absolute improvement of all previous paper grades. This new and special “glacier”

surface simulates the analogue photo surface and is very much appreciated by professional

photographers. Certainly this product is the best in its class regarding Black Quality. Taking the 

outstanding optical density, the exceptional glacier surface and the enormous colour gamut that all

leads to impressive image quality. With its universality and the excellent overall result Photo

Professional Glacier Paper is a leader on the market.

Key Features:

Exceptional “Black Quality” increased by ca. 15% (minus 2.0 L value)

Excellent “Glacier Level” at all glossy surfaces

Once more increased “Optical Density”

Colour Gamut & Chroma enhancing by 10%

A new Surface “glacier”

Total “Universality”

Suitable for Large and Small Format Printers

Compatible with all types of original waterbased inks: dye inks, pigmented, ultrachrome, K3 and

vivera.

Compatible with Epson, Canon, HP Z series, Kodak, Lexmark and other inkjet printers.

For piezo, bubblejet and thermal printer technologies.

U.V. resistant, Water resistant, Instant drying, Scratch resistant

Good hot and cold lamination

http://colourjet.co.za/
http://colourjet.co.za/


Heavy weight – 275 gsm

Thickness µm 260 ±6

Weight g/m2 275 ±7

Gloss (BYK) 60º % 24 ±5

Colour Elrepho UVO L 94,7 ±0,8

a -0,2 ±0,5

b -1,8 ±0,8

delta b 9,8 ±0,8

CIE Whiteness Elrepho (D65/10º) >140

Opacity Elrepho >90

Lamination hot and cold

Formats A4, A3, A3+ box 50 sheets

A4, A3, A3+ bulk 500 sheets

Rolls Width 17, 24, 36, 42, 50, 54, 60 inch

Lengths 30m standard

Strengths:

Structured surface high opacity, most excellent whiteness, high color consistency, large color Gamut,

pin-sharp details and sparkling brilliance, instant dry very consistent lay at, outstanding 

stiffness.

Compatible printers:

Can be used on all commercial thermal and piezo water-based printing Systems like Epson, Canon,

Hewlett-Packard, Kodak, Encad etc.

Directions for use:

Store material only in original boxes, out of direct sunlight under normal climatic conditions (23o,

50% RH). You can improve results by using the best possible printer settings.

Applications:

High end photography

Graphics
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